







A. Background of the Study 
Language is a means of communication tool used by humans as social creatures. 
Language allows people to say things to each other and express communication needs 
(Wardaugh, 1986). Language an important role in delivering the message.People use 
language in many fields such as education,religion,technology,etc. However, there are 
many facts that a few people can speak another language besides their mother tongues. 
This case leads to the development of technology that provides various famous features 
which can help its users to deliver and receive messages. Dulay in (Brown, 1994:205) 
stated that an error is a noticeable deviation from the adult grammar of native speakers. It 
means make errors since the users can’t deliver or receive the message. 
The translation is the replacement of textual material in one language by 
equivalent textual material in another language. In this definition, the most important 
thing is equivalent textual material proposed by Catford (1965: 20).Translation has 
limitations that include context, rules of second grammar, rules that it governs, and 
idioms. However, the process of translation consists of reproducing in the receptor 
language which has the closest natural equivalent of the source language message, first in 
terms of meaning, and secondly in terms of style (Nida and Taber, 1969). Then, the 
difficulty which often found when translating a language is error translation,acommon 
misconception that has a simple word-for-word correspondence between two languages, 
and the translation is a straight forward mechanical process.Error translation occurs when 
the translator is unable to effectively translate one language (source) to another (target). 
These errors can be caused by several factors such as the interference from student’s 
mother tongue or lack of knowledge of English grammar. Student’s mother tongue takes 
an important role in the second language acquisition since they use their previous 
knowledge when facing problems in acquiring a new language. Moreover, the translator 
makes mistakes if they haven’t enough knowledge of the target and the source language. 
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Therefore, the translator faces some difficulties when they are translatingtasksand 
produce other problems, especially in the Indonesian-English translation. 
Grammatical Error as it is known, grammar is a part of the important thing to be 
mastered in learning English. Here, Richards (1974: 181) addressed, “Overgeneralization, 
ignorance of rule restrictions, incomplete application of rules, and false concepts 
hypothesized are major causes of intralingual errors.”. These errors can be caused by 
several factors such as the interference from student parents' tongue or lack of knowledge 
of English grammar.Meanwhile, the second factor that causes grammatical errors usually 
comes from the translator who makes mistakes due to carelessness and other grammatical 
errors caused by translation factors.Error translation occurs when a translator is unable to 
effectively translate one language (source) to another (target). This error can be caused by 
several factors, such as interference from the student’s mother tongue or lack of 
knowledge of English grammar. 
Accuracy is an important aspect of translation. Accuracy is the closeness of the 
measured value to a standard or known value. Translation accuracy consists of the 
lexicon, grammatical structure, communication situation, and cultural context of the 
source language text. The translator should convey the message from the source language 
into the target language with good accuracy,make  the message conveyed. 
 
In modern life like nowadays, most people use applications which easier for them 
to translate a language (source ) to another language (target). It is currently developing 
and will continue to develop in response to current developments. According to Cohen 
(2009) stated that social network is tool and utilities for people to connect each other. On 
social media people (users) can create and follow more than one accounts. There are 
many politicians, educators, artists, and economists who share messages through their 
own social media.One of the most popular social media is Instagram. Instagram is one of 
the modern applications in the world to share the picture, videos, create a caption, 
likes,comment, Instagram live, and Instagram story. Instagram comes from the word 





photo’’ (the definition of Instagram in http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/instagram) accessed 
on January 4,2016. 
Instagram also displays photos instantly in the home menu. Meanwhile, by putri 
(2013:14) definision instagram from the word “gram’’ from the word‘’telegram’’, which 
is how it works. Telegram uses by people for sending information to other people 
quickly. Likewise with Instagram can upload photos using the internet network, so that 
the information conveyed can be received quickly. Putri (2013: 14) defined Instagram 
from the word ‘’instant-telegram’’. 
Instagram has feature translation where most people use itdue to translating the 
captions from one language to another language instantly. Someone who uploads his 
photos to Instagram and writes photos with captions using Indonesian could easily know 
its caption translation into English or vice versa by clicking the “See Translation” 
feature. The condition described above certainly becomesa new problem in the field of 
translation. One of the problems in translating Indonesian to English is the quality of 
accuracy and its good translation results, grammatical error,tenses,phrases,and even 
sentence structure. The accuracy of the translation is critical to ensure that there are no 
misunderstandings in social media communication. 
This undergraduate thesis discussed an official account which is owned by Najwa 
Shihab. She is a moderator who viral and made everyone amazed to see his bold and 
precise way of speaking. She works for a private TV station, namely “Mata 
Najwa''.TheInstagram account namely @najwashihab, which has more than sixteen 
million followers, uploaded posts that contained her social lives and politics. Shihab used 
the Instagram account since it can be used as an insight into learning how to wisely solve 
political problems, information about politics, and delivers messages and information 
about political problems in Indonesia. 
The example phenomena of the error translation from Indonesia into English that 
was made by Instagram Translate (IgT) contained on some paragraph on the caption 
photo @najwashihabaccount. 
SL:“ Kalau kita ketemu langsung dengan orang (apalagi orang yang gak kita kenal ) 
apa mungkin kita akan langsung komentarin dia dengan sinis ? Atau tanya tanya hal 
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yang sifatnya personal?Misalnya, lagi papasan sama orang dan tiba- tiba random aja 
kamu nyamperin dia sambil bilang,’’Kok paha lu gede sebelah’’? 
TL: ‘’If we meet directly  with someone (let alone someone we don’t know), is it possible 
that we  will directly comment him/ her cynical? Or wondering things that are personal? 
For example, you  are having a headache with someone and sudenly  you just greet him 
while saying,’’ Why is your thigh big next door’’. 
 
This error translation occurred since the word of the sentence “why is your thigh 
big next door” was identified as a grammatical error category. The word “next door” in 
English has not been translated accurately.It caused the sentence's translation to be 
disorganized, and the message was not conveyed as effectively. The phenomenon 
depicted in the caption above is a grammatical error caused by Instagram's translation 
machine or feature.The other example of error translation on caption Instagram 
@najwashihab account found by the researcher as follows : 
SL: Kenapa muka lu bopeng- bopeng’’, itu tas kamu Kw ya,keliatan murahnya!, atau 
‘’Eh, kok jalan sendirian aja? Gak laku ya belum ada pasangan?Etc. Ya gak mungkin 
kan tingkah laku kamu kaya gitu apalagi ke orang yang kamu gak kenal. 
TL: Why is your face so bad’’, That’s your bag KW yes, it looks cheap!, or Eh why 
justwalk alone ? not sold yet no couple?Etc.Yes it is impossible if your behavior is like 
that especially to someone you do not know. 
 
The error translation on the sentence “Why is your face so bad”in the caption does 
not mention his bad face (muka buruk), however, the word “bopeng-bopeng” should be 
“pockmark”. So, it can be written like ‘’Why your face is pockmarked”. The translated 
sentence became disorganized and this phenomenon can be identified as agrammatical 
error produced by Instagram translation machine. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher formulated the research entitled 
‘An Analysis Of Indonesian – English Translation on Caption by Instagram 
@Najwashihab Account by Instagram Translate’’. It is an analysis to closely 
examinedhow Instagram translate (IgT) worked, what errors might be found in the 
Instagram translation machine such as grammar,tenses, and etc. The error of Indonesian – 
English translation produced by Instagram Translate with the object in the form of media 





conduct a research.According to Silvali in 2017,IgT released its translation tool in June 
2016. Therefore, it is a relatively brand-new machine translation (MT) rather than other 
established MT,such as Google Translate and Bing Translator. 
B. Problem of Study 
1. What are the types of grammatical error found on the Indonesian - English 
translation produced by Instagram translate of @najwashihab Instagram 
account? 
2. How is the accuracy Indonesian-English translation produced by Instagram 
translate? 
C. Purpose of the Study 
1. 1.To describe the error translation in Indonesian – English translation by using 
Instagram translate. 
2. 2.To show the accuracy of translation caption on Instagram @najwashihab 
account by Instagram translate. 
D. Significance of the Study 
1.Theoretical Benefits 
From this research, the writer expected that it can give knowledge and increase 
the perception of people in society about an Indonesian-English translation produced by 
Instagram translate. Besides, the benefits that can be obtained from this research are 
provided an understanding of comparability analysis meaning in translation and 
understanding Instagram users about the translation methods which are applied to various 
types of translation features. 
2. Practical Benefits 
This research is expected can help people to analyze an Indonesian-English 
translation produced by Instagram translate especially in the caption on the 
@najwashihab Instagram account, so it is expected that people do not produce error 
translation. This research also has specific practical benefits: 
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a. For the owner 
This research hoped can give information about translation errors on Instagram 
captions from Indonesian into English. Besides,it is hoped that the research can help 
the reader to analyze the error translation easier to make the caption effectively. 
b. For the teacher 
This research hoped to make the teacher explain the translation easily on social 
media applications and can explain the use of the correct translation when using 
social media. 
c. For the student 
This research hoped to make the student more understand about the translation so 
they can implement it in the school or their daily activities. It also hoped that can 
make the student more careful when using social media that have automatic 
translation features such as Instagram or other. 
d. For the future researcher 
This researcher hoped can address the knowledge of future researchers. The result of 
this research can be additional material for future research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
